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SUMMARY

In this paper a new discontinuous Galerkin finite element method for the numerical solution of flow
problems with discontinuities is presented. The method is based on the limitation in every cell of the
difference between the extrema values and the mean value of the numerical solution. The algorithm and
technical details for the implementation of the method are presented in one and two dimensional problems.
Numerical experiments for classical test problems are solved on unstructured triangulations to demonstrate
the performance of the proposed method. Copyright c⃝ 0000 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In this paper a new limiting technique is proposed with the aim of overcoming difficulties associated12

with high order discontinuous Galerkin finite element methods (DGFEM) for solving compressible13

flow problems with discontinuities.14

The main concern for solving numerically this kind of problems is the level of resolution. It is15

well known that the application of high order schemes, without special treatment in the discontinuity16

regions, produces numerical solutions with spurious oscillations. First order numerical methods17

produce solutions, that suffer from relatively high numerical diffusion, even in regions far from the18

discontinuities. For efficient computation of realistic flow problems, high order accuracy is desirable19

in smooth regions of the flow, while spurious oscillations have to be removed from the discontinuity20

areas.21

The numerical solution of problems that contain strong shocks with high order accurate22

finite difference and finite volume methods has been studied extensively, see for example23

[1],[2],[3],[4],[5],[6], [7]. Application of these methods to hyperbolic systems in two or three24

dimensions is usually performed using rectangular or structured meshes. In general high-order finite25
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2 I. TOULOPOULOS AND CH. MAKRIDAKIS

difference and finite volume numerical schemes are not as effective as discontinuous Galerkin finite26

element methods for solving problems on arbitrary meshes in domains with complex geometries27

and with complicated boundary conditions. In [8], [9], B. Cockburn and C.W. Shu presented28

Runge-Kutta DGFEM for the numerical solution of nonlinear conservation law problems with29

discontinuities, see also [10]. The degrees of freedom are determined by the adjacent mean values30

by applying a reconstruction step in order to retain the high-order accuracy of the scheme. Variations31

of this method were presented in [11].32

A different approach for solving these type of problems has been proposed by L. Krivodonova33

et. al. and entails the introduction of detectors for identifying discontinuities, [12]. In this work, the34

detectors are constructed by use of the computational result where the numerical solution jumps35

have different magnitude on the interfaces of discontinuity regions than in smooth regions. The36

slopes of the approximate solution are limited on the integration points following the procedure37

proposed in [13]. A similar strategy (computing the jumps of the approximate solution on the38

interfaces) for identifying the areas of discontinuities has been proposed by V. Dolejsi et. al. and39

a limiting of order of accuracy of the scheme in the vicinity of discontinuities is analyzed, [14].40

Feistauer and Kučera, [15], used the same discontinuity indicator of [14], but instead of limiting they41

added artificial viscosity terms in the numerical scheme as outlined in [16]. For rectangular meshes42

and hierarchical local polynomial space, improved accuracy limited solutions at discontinuity43

regions can be achieved by applying limiting to solution moments (moment limiters),[17], where the44

high order moments are limited with minmod functions using high order derivatives of the adjacent45

cells. An improvement over the moment limiters with high order local polynomial space is analyzed46

in [18]. From a different point of view, C. W. Shu and his collaborators presented an effective47

method for solving problems with discontinuities using the finite volume methodology (essentially48

non-oscillatory (ENO) and weighted ENO reconstruction procedure) in the discontinuous Galerkin49

method [19], [20].50

In this paper, an alternative approach is proposed to obtain oscillation - free numerical solutions51

by DGFEM, without using limiters to control the slopes of the numerical solution. Instead, we52

control the increment/decrement of the local maximum/minimum value of the approximate solution.53

Specifically, in every cell we introduce limiters to control the magnitude of the difference between54

the extrema and the mean value (DEMV). The innovation here, is that we develop a method to55

redetermine the degrees of freedom of the approximate solution at every time step within every cell,56

in such a way as to keep the DEMV in the predetermined range. This range is defined by taking in to57

account the magnitude of the jumps of the adjacent mean values. Applying this method, the creation58

of new uncontrolled local extrema is obstructed and weak computational monotonicity requirements59

are imposed in the numerical scheme by avoiding the appearance of oscillations.60

We note that a different criterion, in comparison with [9], is used here in order to identify those61

cells which the application of the limiting procedure is needed to be applied on. Whenever, the62

value of the DEMV falls out of the predetermined range, we apply the limiting procedure in the63

corresponding cells. The proposed method is fast performing and easy to implement.64

The efficiency and the accuracy of the proposed shock capturing method is demonstrated in a65

series of one- and two- dimensional test problems. Numerical solutions of the one- dimensional66

Euler equations for Riemann and Shu-Osher test cases show that the application of the proposed67

method allows sharp capturing of the discontinuities. Furthermore, it is shown that its application68
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DGFE SCHEME FOR PROBLEMS WITH DISCONTINUITIES 3

to problems with smooth solutions does not cause deterioration of the accuracy of the numerical69

method. Numerical results for two- dimensional problems, also illustrate that high-order accurate70

DGFE discretezations remain stable in regions of discontinuities and achieve high resolution in the71

smooth flow regions.72

This paper is organized as follows: In section 2 the DGFE formulation of two- dimensional nonlinear73

Euler equations is presented. Section 3 contains a description, the algorithm and implementation74

details of the method in one- and two- dimensions. In section 4 the numerical results from the75

application of the method to the well known test problems are demonstrated. In addition this section76

contains comparisons with numerical results obtained by the slope limiter methods.77

2. GOVERNING EQUATIONS AND BASIC DISCRETIZATION

The conservative form of Euler equations in two dimensions is:78

∂tu+ ∂xf(u) + ∂yg(u) = 0, x ∈ Ω, 0 ≤ t ≤ T (2.1)

where T > 0 and Ω is a bounded domain in to R2. The conservative variable vector and the Cartesian79

flux vectors are:80

u =

 ρ
ρu
ρv
ρe

 , f(u) =

 ρu
ρu2 + p
ρuv

(ρe+ p)u

 , g(u) =

 ρv
ρuv

ρv2 + p
(ρe+ p)v

 . (2.2)

Here, p is the pressure, ρe is the total energy, and v = (u, v) are the velocity components. This81

system is completed by the equation of state for a perfect gas,82

p = (γ − 1)(ρe− 1

2
(u2 + v2)) (2.3)

where γ = 1.4 is the ratio of the specific heats. The hyperbolic system (2.1) is supplemented by83

the initial condition84

u(x, 0) = u0(x), x ∈ Ω (2.4)

where u(x, 0) is a given on Ω, and by appropriate boundary conditions (inflow, outflow, slip) on85

the boundary ∂Ω of Ω,86

u(x, t) = B(x, t) x ∈ Ω, 0 ≤ t ≤ T (2.5)

2.1. The discontinuous Galerkin (DG) space discretization87

We assume a regular triangulation Th of the domain Ω in a collection of nonoverlapping triangular88

elements {E}Nel

j=1, with strait edges and without hanging nodes. For simplicity, we assume that the89

domain Ω is polygonal. For every element E ∈ Th we define a local polynomial space Pk(E) of90

order k = 1 or 2. The approximate solution uh of (2.1) is sought in the discontinuous finite element91

space Vh92

Vh = {v ∈ L2(Ω) : v|E ∈ Pk(E),∀E ∈ Th}.
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4 I. TOULOPOULOS AND CH. MAKRIDAKIS

A weak formulation of the problem on each E ∈ Th is obtained by multiplying (2.1) by a smooth93

function ϕ and integrating by parts on E. This yields94 ∫
E

∂tuϕdxdy −
∫
E

(fϕx + gϕy)dxdy +

∫
∂E

(f ,g) · nϕds = 0 (2.6)

where n = (nx, ny) is the outward unit normal vector to ∂E.95

The discrete analogue of (2.6) is obtained by replacing u by uh, the test function ϕ by any ϕh ∈ Vh96

and the flux (f ,g) · n by the numerical flux H(uin
h ,uout

h ,n), resulting that97

∫
E

∂tuhϕh −
∫
E

(fϕhx + gϕhy )dxdy +

∫
∂E

H(uin
h ,uout

h ,n)ϕhds = 0, ∀ϕh ∈ Vh. (2.7)

The numerical flux function, depends on the two values of uh at the interfaces of the elements,98

[21], one comes from the interior and the other comes from the exterior.99

2.2. Temporal Discretization100

Let {tn}N−1
n=1 be a uniform partition of the time interval [0, T ]. Set ∆t = tn+1 − tn, n =, 1, 2, .., N −101

1 and N∆t = T . Taking successively in (2.7) ϕh the elements of the polynomial basis of Pk(E),102

an ordinary differential equation (ODE) system is obtained with respect to the degrees of freedom103

vector U. This system may be written as,104

M
dU

dt
=R(U), 0 ≤ t ≤ T, (2.8)

U(0) =given,

where M is the mass matrix and R(U) is the residual vector. This ODE system is advanced in105

time by an implicit or explicit scheme yielding approximation Un of U(tn). In this paper the explicit106

third-order TVD Runge-Kutta method with three intermediate steps introduced in [9],[22].107

3. THE SHOCK-CAPTURING METHOD

In case where P0(E) local polynomial space is used, the numerical diffusion produced by the108

numerical flux keeps the numerical scheme stable and produces a numerical solution uh without109

oscillations. It is known, that this does not happen in case of Pk(E), k ≥ 1, and the coefficients of uh110

must be redetermined by limiting techniques or adding artificial (or stream line) diffusion terms, see111

[23], [24], [25], [26]. There are two crucial features that must be satisfied by these methods in order112

to ensure their success. First, in regions were the solution is smooth the accuracy of the method must113

not be degraded. Second, in the discontinuity regions the proper amount of numerical dissipation114

mast me provided in order to stabilize the method. However, too much numerical dissipation can115

spread away from the shocks and undermine the accuracy of the method.116

With the method proposed in this paper, we show that oscillation free solutions with small numerical117

dissipation, may be obtained by forcing the extrema values to have the ’same behavior’ with the118

extrema of the approximate solution uh|E ∈ P0(E).119

In several DG shock capturing methods in the literature, minmod functions are used in their120

limiting technique, in order to control the gradients of the approximate solution uh. Usually in121
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DGFE SCHEME FOR PROBLEMS WITH DISCONTINUITIES 5

two dimensional problems the characteristic, instead of conservative variables, are used in minmod122

functions [9],[11],[12]. To avoid the computational cost of finding and limiting the characteristic123

variable gradients, we developed our methodology of limiting to the extrema values of the124

conservative variables.125

3.1. Description of the DEMV limiting (DEMVL)126

The method is based on bounding the DEMV in every E ∈ Th:127

∆m,E(ū|E , ū|Eadj) ≤ uh(xE)− ū|E ≤ ∆M,E(ū|E , ū|Eadj), for xE ∈ E, (3.1)

where uh(xE) is the extrema value (maximum or minimum), uh(xE)− ū|E is the DEMV,128

∆M,E ≥ 0 and ∆m,E ≤ 0 are the upper and the lower bound for DEMV, depending on the jumps129

of the mean values of the current and the adjacent elements (mean value jumps), [27], part 2. For130

all E ∈ Th where inequalities (3.1) are not valid, the mechanism of the method acts and ’corrects’131

appropriately the degrees of freedom of uh|E in order to obtain a new approximate solution ũh|E132

which will satisfy (3.1).133

Next, for the one-dimensional case, we give an illustration of the mechanism of the method for134

a component uh (scalar) of uh. The same procedure follows for the rest components. Consider the135

element Ij = [xl, xr] and its adjacent Ij,l, Ij,r, see Fig. (1) ( for compatibility notation reasons, in136

respect to the literature, we prefer to denote the elements in one-dimensional meshes as Ij rather137

than Ej). Suppose uh ∈ P2(Ij) is the DGFE numerical solution of the problem in Ij , at the end138

of an intermediate step of the TVD Runge-Kutta step (in Fig. (1) is the parabola). We denote139

ūh,Max = max(ūh|Ij,l , ūh|Ij,r ), see Fig. (1)(a). We choose ∆M,j to be140

∆M,j(ū|Ij , ū|Iadj) = max(0, ūh,Max − ūh|Ij )

In Fig. (1)(a) for x = xr, we have that uh,Max := uh(xr) and141

uh(xr)− ū|Ij > ∆M,j ,

the DEMV is not bounded by ∆M,j .142

At the next step, the degrees of freedom of uh|Ij are limited, ( in fact ’reduced’ and this is explained143

in details in the next section) in order to obtain the approximate solution ũh|Ij which satisfies (3.1),144

see Fig. (1)(b).145

In a general case, by restricting the DEMV in the region specified by ∆m,E , ∆M,E , see (3.1), the146

uncontrolled increment/decrement of the maximum/minimum value of uh is prevented. In particular,147

the application of the proposed limiting method on uh in order the inequality conditions (3.1)148

to be satisfied, forces the local extrema values to remain between the adjacent mean values. The149

motivation for this restriction on the extrema is that the local variation of uh ∈ Pk, ( least in case150

of k = 1) will be close to the local variation of a first order approximate solution uh ∈ P0 and151

consequently provide a nice treatment near the discontinuities, [23], [28].152

3.2. Algorithm and numerical implementation153

In this section we describe the proposed method in one- and two- dimensional cases. In order to154

acquire an easier implementation of the method, we use the Legendre polynomials as the basis155
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6 I. TOULOPOULOS AND CH. MAKRIDAKIS

(a) (b)

Figure 1. Illustration of the effect of DEMV limiting.

functions of Pk, [28]. The first step of the method is to construct the quantities ∆m,E , ∆M,E156

for every E ∈ Th. In the previous paragraph we presented the form of these quantities, in157

one dimensional case. In two dimensional case, ∆m,E , ∆M,E are constructed using geometric158

characteristics of the mesh.159

The second step of the method is to find all E ∈ Th where (3.1) are not valid and consequently160

to ’rectify’ the degrees of freedom of uh|E . We present the method utilized in the P2(E) local161

polynomial space.162

3.2.1. One dimensional case The computational domain is subdivided in a collection of elements163

Nel∪
j=0

Ij = I, with Ij = [xj−1/2, xj+1/2].

The local expansion of the component uh ∈ P2(Ij) is164

uh = u0,jP0(x) + u1,jP1(x) + u2,jP2(x) (3.2)

where ui,j , i = 0, 1, 2 are the degrees of freedom, Pi(x), i = 0, 1, 2 are the Legendre basis165

polynomials and since P0(x) = 1 is ūh|Ij = u0,j . For notational convenience we denote,166

uk
h := uh ∈ Pk(Ij), k = 0, 1, 2 (3.3)

The algorithm of the method is described by the following steps ,167

Step 1 for every Ij , j = 0, ..., Nel compute168

• the maximum/minimum mean value
{

ūMax,j = max(u0,j+1, u0,j−1)
ūmin,j = min(u0,j+1, u0,j−1)

169

• and the jumps
{

∆ūMax,j = max(0, ūMax,j − u0,j)
∆ūmin,j = min(0, ūmin,j − u0,j).

170

Next, we define the values of ∆k
M,j , ∆

k
m,j , k = 1, 2 for Ij , j = 0, ..., Nel (here k is an index).171

Using the ∆ūMax,j , ∆ūmin,j which we have previously computed we set172


∆2

M,j = min(∆ūMax,j−1,∆ūMax,j ,∆ūMax,j+1)

∆2
m,j = max(∆ūmin,j−1,∆ūmin,j ,∆ūmin,j+1)

∆1
M,j = ∆ūMax,j

∆1
m,j = ∆ūmin,j

Copyright c⃝ 0000 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Int. J. Numer. Meth. Fluids (0000)
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DGFE SCHEME FOR PROBLEMS WITH DISCONTINUITIES 7

Step 2 for all Ij j = 0, ..., Nel we compute the extrema values and the corresponding DEMV for173

uk
h, k = 1, 2,174

• find
{

uk
h(xM ), xM ∈ Ij , such that uk

h(xM ) ≥ uk
h(x), x ∈ Ij

uk
h(xm), xm ∈ Ij , such that uk

h(xm) ≤ uk
h(x), x ∈ Ij

175

• compute DEMV:
{

∆uk
h,j,Max = max(0, uk

h(xM )− u0,j)

∆uk
h,j,min = min(0, uk

h(xm)− u0,j)
176

177

Step 3 we check the magnitude of DEMV and we apply the limiting procedure in the elements178

Ij where it is necessary. In these elements the degrees of freedom u1,j , u2,j of (3.2) are179

’corrected’ in order to reduce the magnitude of DEMV. The ’correction’ of the degrees180

of freedom is achieved through a function Φ(θkj ), k = 1, 2, where its form is the same181

as the flux limiter functions, see [29], and its values depend on the smoothness of u|Ij .182

The argument θkj is a positive quantity and is function of the ratio of the mean value183

jumps, min(|∆ūMax,j |, |∆ūmin,j |) over max(|∆uk
h,j,Max|, |∆uk

h,j,min|), k = 1, 2, and can be184

considered as an estimate of the magnitude of DEMV. Φ(θj) is constructed in such way as185

Φ(θj) =

{
→ 1, in smooth regions of the solution;
< 1, in discontinuity regions. (3.4)

Analytical forms of θj and Φ are given at the end of the paragraph. The following controls are186

applied for the DEMV,187

• for the P2 part of uh: if ∆u2
h,j,Max > µ∆2

M,j or ∆u2
h,j,min < µ∆2

m,j then the value of
the degree u2,j of (3.2) is reduced by multiplying it with the function Φ(θ2j ),

u2,j
reduced to−→ ũ2,j = Φ(θ2j )u2,j .

• for the P1 part of uh: if ∆u1
h,j,Max > ν∆1

M,j or ∆u1
h,j,min < ν∆1

m,j then we set
ũ2,j = 0, and the value of the degree u1,j of (3.2) is reduced by multiplying it with
the function Φ(θ1j ),

u1,j
reduced to−→ ũ1,j = Φ(θ1j )u1,j .

• end if for the P1 part188

end if for the P2 part189

µ, ν are parameters and in the numerical examples we set µ = 1.05, , ν = 1.1. The limiting190

procedure starts if the DEMV of u2
h is not restricted in the range of ∆2

M,j ,∆
2
m,j . The procedure191

continues with the control of DEMV of u1
h. In order to give the analytical forms of Φ(θkj ), following192

[29], we compute (for all Ij , j = 0, ..., Nel) the quantities193

δj,mu0,j = min(|∆ūMax,j |, |∆ūmin,j |),
∆j,Muk

h = max(|∆uk
h,j,Max|, |∆uk

h,j,min|), k = 1, 2,

and we set194

θkj =
|δj,mu0,j |

ε+ |∆j,Muk
h|
,
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8 I. TOULOPOULOS AND CH. MAKRIDAKIS

where ε is a very small number (=0.00001) in order to avoid a division by zero. Then Φ(θkj ) may195

have the following types196

Φ(θkj ) = θkj ,

Φ(θkj ) =
θk
j +δj,mu0,j

1.2+∆j,Muk
h

,

Φ(θkj ) =
1.+δj,mu0,j

1.01+∆j,Muk
h

.

(3.5)

We have performed numerical examples using the three types of Φ(θkj ) in (3.5), but other choices,197

having the property (3.4), are possible. As the value of Φ(θkj ) becomes smaller, the produced198

numerical dissipation in the numerical scheme is proportionally increased. For example, the first199

Φ(θkj ) in (3.5) gives more diffusive solutions than the rest forms. Nevertheless, last form of Φ(θkj )200

proposed in (3.5) has been used in the computational examples.201

Remark 3.1. In particular note that, in case of P1(Ij) local space, we have that

|∆j,Mu1
h| ≥ |u0,j + u1,jP1(x)− u0,j | = |u1,jP1(x)|, for all x ∈ Ij

and consequently using Φ(θkj ) = θkj yields the following condition

|ũh(x)− ūh|Ij | = |u0,j +Φ(θ1j )u1,jP1(x)− u0,j | = | |δj,mu0,j |
|∆j,Mu1

h|
u1,jP1(x)| ≤ |δj,mu0,j |.

This verifies that the corresponding DEMV of ũh(x) falls in the range [∆1
m,j ,∆

1
M,j ].202

3.3. Algorithm and numerical implementation for two dimensional problems203

The extension of a shock capturing method from one to two dimensional problems using204

unstructured meshes is not a trivial task. Among other things one should combine the limiting205

procedure with the geometric mesh features.206

For every E ∈ Th, the approximate solution uh of the component u is expressed as,207

uh(x, y) =

d−1∑
i=0

uiPi(x, y), (3.6)

where ui are the degrees of freedom, d is the dimension of Pk(E) and {Pi}d−1
i=1 are the Legendre208

basis functions of Pk(E). In case where k = 2 the expansion (3.6) of uh includes two parts, the part209

of the first degree polynomials and the part of the second degree polynomials210

uh(x, y) = u0P0(x, y) +

2∑
i=1

uiPi(x, y)︸ ︷︷ ︸
first degree

+

5∑
i=3

uiPi(x, y)︸ ︷︷ ︸
second degree

(3.7)

were P0(x, y) = 1 and thus u0 is equal with the mean value ūE of uh|Eh
. We use the following211

notation212

(a) uk
h := uh ∈ Pk(E)

(b) u0,l
h := u0 + ulPl(x, y), l = 1, 2

(c) u1,l
h := u0 +

2∑
i=1

uiPi(x, y)︸ ︷︷ ︸
first degree

+ulPl(x, y), l = 3, 4, 5. (3.8)
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Figure 2. Illustration of the construction of the DEMV and the bounds.

For the computation of ∆k
M,E , ∆

k
m,E , we based on the following geometric observation.213

We consider an element E0 ∈ Th and its adjacent elements E1, E2, E3 ∈ Th with barycenters214

B0, B1, B2, B3, as it is presented in Fig. (2). The vertex V1 is common for the three elements215

E0, E1, E2. Then nonnegative coefficients a1,0, b1,0 exist such that216

V1 −B0 = a1,0(B1 −B0) + b1,0(B2 −B0). (3.9)

Similar relations can be written for the other two vertices V2, V3. The coefficients ai,0, bi,0, i =217

1, 2, 3 of (3.9), are depended only on the geometry of the mesh. Following, the relation (3.9), for218

every vertex Vi, i = 1, 2, 3 of E0 we define the mean value jump magnitude indicators ,219

∆u0,(Vi,B0) = ãi,0(u0,Er − u0,E0) + b̃i,0(u0,El
− u0,E0), (3.10)

where the indices Er, El indicate the corresponding adjacent elements of E0 that share the common220

vertex Vi with E0 and221

ãi,0 = ai,0 min
(
1.,

|E0|
|Er|

,
|E0|
|El|

)
, b̃i,0 = bi,0 min

(
1.,

|E0|
|Er|

,
|E0|
|El|

)
. (3.11)

Using ∆u0,(Vi,B0) of (3.10), we define the indicators of the mean value jumps for the mid-points222

mi, i = 1, 2, 3 of the edges ei of E0223

∆u0,(mi,B0) =
1

2

(
∆u0,(Vi1 ,B0) +∆u0,(Vi2 ,B0)

)
(3.12)

where Vi1 , Vi2 , i1, i2 = 1, 2, 3 are the end points of the edge ei, i = 1, 2, 3.224

∆u0,(Vi,B0), i = 1, 2, 3, help us to specify the bounds ∆k
M,E0

,∆k
m,E0

, k = 1, 2 of (3.1) and225

consequently determine the allowable DEMV magnitude. Now, we are ready to describe the steps226

of the DEMV limiting.227

Step 1 We compute the bounds ∆k
M,E0

,∆k
m,E0

, k = 1, 2 for the control of the DEMV of uh ∈
Pk(E0), k = 1, 2.

∆1
M,E0

= αE0 max(0.,maxi{∆u0,(Vi,B0)})
∆1

m,E0
= αE0 min(0.,mini{∆u0,(Vi,B0)}), i = 1, 2, 3,

∆2
M,E0

= βE0 max(0.,maxi{∆u0,(Vi,B0)}, )
∆2

m,E0
= βE0 min(0.,mini{∆u0,(Vi,B0)}), i = 1, 2, 3.

were αE0 ∈ [0, 1] ,βE0 ∈ [0, 1] are parameters, see remark (3.2).228
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10 I. TOULOPOULOS AND CH. MAKRIDAKIS

Step 2 We compute the DEMV of uh.

∆u1
h,Max = max(0.0,maxi{u1

h(Vi)− u0})
∆u1

h,min = min(0.0,mini{u1
h(Vi)− u0})

and also we compute the quantity

∆u0,l
h,Max = maxi{|u0,l

h (Vi)− u0|}, l = 1, 2, i = 1, 2, 3.

We mention that, the linear approximate solutions u1
h, u

0,l
h , l = 1, 2,

(see (3.7), (3.8)(b)) have the extrema values at the vertices of the element E0. This is not
true for the u2

h, u
1,l
h , l = 3, 4, 5,( see (3.7), (3.8(c)). In this case, the corresponding DEMV is

computed on the Lagrange points, (the vertexes Vi and the three mid-points mi, see Fig. (2)).
All these points are denoted by Ni, i = 1, ..., 6. The computing formula of the DEMV has as
follows,

∆u2
h,Max = max(0,maxi{u2

h(Ni)} − u0)

∆u2
h,min = min(0,mini{u2

h(Ni)} − u0)

and also we compute the quantity

∆u1,l
h,Max = maxi{|u1,l

h (Ni)− u0|}, l = 3, 4, 5, i = 1, ..., 6.

Step 3 Since we have computed ∆k
M,E0

,∆k
m,E0

and ∆uk
h,Max,∆uk

h,min, k = 1, 2 we are ready to229

apply the DEMV limiting procedure for uh|E0 ∈ P2(E0). As in the one-dimensional case the230

limiting procedure is applied separately for the two parts P2 and P1 of uh, see (3.7),(3.8)(c),231

the ’correction’ of the corresponding degrees ul, l = 3, 4, 5 and ui, i = 1, 2 is carried out232

through the function Φ(θkE0
) ( at the last lines of the paragraph we give the form of Φ(θkE0

)).233

• for the P2 part of uh:234

if ∆u2
h,Max > µ∆2

M,E0
or ∆u2

h,min < µ∆2
m,E0

then the degrees235

ul, l = 3, 4, 5 of (3.8)(c) are ’corrected’ as following236

– if ∆u1,l
h,Max < 1

2 min(|∆2
M,E0

|, |∆2
m,E0

|) then ũl = ul237

– else ũl = ulΦ(θ
2
E0

)238

• for the P1 part of uh:239

if ∆u1
h,Max > ν∆1

M,E0
or ∆u1

h,min < ν∆1
m,E0

then we set in (3.8)(c) ũl = 0, l =240

3, 4, 5, and the degree ui i = 1, 2 of (3.8c) are ’corrected’ as follows:241

– if ∆u0,i
h,Max < 2

3 min(|∆1
M,E0

|, |∆1
m,E0

|) then ũi = ui242

– else ũi = uiΦ(θ
1
E0

)243

• end if for the P1 part244

end if for the P2 part245

µ, ν > 1 are parameters that help us to reduce the excessive amount of numerical diffusion246

in vicinities of the discontinuities. In the numerical examples we set µ = 1.1, ν = 1.25, in247

remark (3.3), we give a way for estimating µ, ν.248

The function Φ(θkE0
) has the form249
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DGFE SCHEME FOR PROBLEMS WITH DISCONTINUITIES 11

Φ(θkE0
) = θkE0

, k = 1, 2,

with

θkE0
=

min(|∆k
M,E0

|,|∆k
m,E0

|)
ε+max(|∆uk

h,Max|,|∆uk
h,min|)

(3.13)

were ε is a small number (=10.E-05) to prevent a zero division for constant solution data. In two250

dimensional problems, the discontinuities have a more complex structure than in one dimensional251

case, for this we use the most diffusive form (3.13) for Φ(θkE0
). We also made numerical experiments252

applying the other forms (3.5) of Φ(θkE0
), but in some test cases (forward facing step problem) the253

resulting solutions appeared oscillations.254

Remark 3.2. We set ∆u0,(Ni,B0), where Ni = 1, ..., 6 are the Lagrange points, to be equal with
the corresponding values of ∆u0,(Vi,B0) and ∆u0,(mi,B0), see (3.12) and (3.11). The parameters
αE0 , βE0 are computed by the following form

βE0 = min
(∣∣ pos2

neg2

∣∣, ∣∣neg2pos2

∣∣,
where

pos2 =
∑6

i=1 max(0,∆u0,(Ni,B0)),

neg2 =
∑6

i=1 min(0,∆u0,(Ni,B0)),

similarly

αE0 = min
(∣∣ pos1

neg1

∣∣, ∣∣neg1pos1

∣∣,
where

pos1 =
∑3

i=1 max(0,∆u0,(Vi,B0)),

neg1 =
∑3

i=1 min(0,∆u0,(Vi,B0)),

with appropriate modification in order to avoid division with zero data. In essence αE0 , βE0 are255

limiter functions which produce a further restriction to the magnitude of DEMV in smooth extrema256

regions where the monotonicity rapidly changes.257

Remark 3.3. The parameters µ, ν are connected with the gradient of the numerical solution. In
order to estimate their values, we firstly compute the quantities

ρ(u0, V ) =
√∑3

i=1(∆u0,(Vi,B0))
2,

ρ(u1
h) =

√
(||u1

h||2L2(E0)
+ ||∂xu1

h||2L2(E0)
+ ||∂yu1

h||2L2(E0)
),

ρ(u0, N) =
√∑6

i=1(∆u0,(Ni,B0))
2,

ρ(u2
h) =

√
(||u2

h||2L2(E0)
+ ||∂xu2

h||2L2(E0)
+ ||∂yu2

h||2L2(E0)
),

where ∆u0,(Ni,B0) defined in Remark 3.2 and uk
h is the approximate solution uh ∈ Pk(E0), k = 1, 2.258

We set259
µ = 1.2−min(0.1, |ρ(u0, N)− ρ(u2

h)|),
ν = 1.4−min(0.25, |ρ(u0, V )− ρ(u1

h)|).
(3.14)

The forms (3.14) of µ, ν came up from the numerical examples and have been tested.260
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12 I. TOULOPOULOS AND CH. MAKRIDAKIS

In two dimensional case, the DEMV of uh ∈ P2(E) ( and the quantities βE0 , µ) are computed261

on Lagrange points, this is not the most appropriate way to estimate DEMV, since uh may not262

have extrema at these points. Our aim is to improve our method at this point, computing the263

DEMV more accurately. It is seems that a more appropriate way for the DEMV computation of264

uh ∈ Pk(E), k ≥ 2 is the use of quadrature points. This is the subject of a current research, that we265

hope to present in a forthcoming paper.266

4. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

In this section we present numerical examples concerning one and two dimensional classical267

test problems to demonstrate the performance of the proposed DEMV limiting method. In all268

the numerical examples, the slope limiting is performed using the minmod functions, [29], and269

the resulting solutions are denoted by SL. In the examples where we applied TVB corrected270

minmod functions, [8],[9], [30] the derived solutions are denoted by TV B SL. The numerical271

solutions computed using the DEMV limiting with Pk, k = 1, 2 local polynomial space are denoted272

P k DEMV L.273

4.1. One dimensional systems274

4.1.1. Shock-tube problem or Riemann problem The shock tube problem constitutes an interesting275

test problem, since it presents an exact solution to the full system of one dimensional Euler equations276

containing simultaneously a shock wave, a contact discontinuity and an expansion fan [31]. The277

initial conditions of the problems are278

(ρ, u, p) =

{
(2, 0, 2), x ≤ 0
(1, 0, 1), x > 0.

(4.1)

All numerical solutions of the shock tube problem are computed at time T = 2 using grid spacing279

∆x = 0.02. A comparison of the profiles of density, computed using both methods DEMVL and280

slope limiters are presented in Fig. (3). On the same figure we focus on the region of the three281

types of discontinuity. We can conclude that the P 2 DEMV L numerical solution captures the282

discontinuities in a sharper way. Both linear numerical solutions, SL and P 1 DEMV L in the283

regions of the sharp gradients have almost the same resolution.284

Next the total variation TV of the density approximate solution is presented. For uk
h, k = 1, 2,285

TV (uk
h) is measured by the following relation286

TV (uk
h) =

∑
j

{∫
Ij

|∂xuk
h|dx+

∣∣uk
h(xj+ 1

2
)|Ij − uk

h(xj+ 1
2
)|Ij+1

∣∣}
and in case of u0

h the variation is measured as287

TV (u0
h) =

∑
j

|ū0,j+1 − ū0,j |.

In Fig. (4) the values of the variation are plotted versus time. The variation of the SL numerical288

solution is represented by the doted green line. The variation of the P 1 DEMV L numerical solution289

is represented by the dashed-dotted blue line and the representation of P 2 total variation is the290
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Figure 3. Shock-tube problem, Density. Comparison of the numerical solutions computed using DEMVL
and slope limiters with the exact solution.
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Figure 4. Shock-tube problem. Comparison of the TV of the numerical solutions for the different local
polynomial spaces.

dashed red line. The same pattern of the lines is used for the rest numerical examples. From Fig.291

(4) we can conclude that the TV of the DEMV L numerical solutions is kept bounded and does not292

increase significantly with the time.293

4.1.2. Shu and Osher test case The initial conditions for the next test problem are, [5],[8],294

(ρ, u, p) =

{
(3.857143, 2.629369, 10.333333), x ≤ 0
(1 + 0.2 ∗ sin(5x), 0., 1), x > 0.

(4.2)

This problem is an appropriate test to demonstrate the advantage of using second-order local295

polynomial space rather than to use first-order space, since the solution has smooth regions296

interspersed with discontinuities.297

The problem has been solved at time T = 1.5 using Pk(Ij), k = 1, 2 spaces with grid spacing298

∆x = 0.02, ∆x = 0.04. The numerical solutions computed with proposed method and with slope299

limiters are compared with a very fine grid ∆x = 0.0005 solution which belongs to P0(Ij) (FG300
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Figure 5. Shu-Osher test case, ∆x = 0.02, the density graphs of the DEMVL and SL numerical solutions in
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Figure 6. Shu-Osher test case ∆x = 0.02, the resulting velocity-pressure DEMVL and SL numerical
solutions in comparison with the very fine grid solution.

solution). The numerical results of the density computed on the fine grid are presented in Fig. (5).301

The numerical solution P 2 DEMV L has better resolution in both shock and smooth regions as302

it is expected. We can see that all numerical solutions have good behavior at the shock regions303

without appearing oscillations that could affect the quality of the solution. In Fig. (6) the velocity304

and pressure solutions graphs are presented for the same grid spacing.305

In Fig. (7) the graphs of the density numerical solution are presented computed on the coarse306

mesh ∆x = 0.04. With this computation we want to see if the DEMVL numerical solution have an307

analogue resolution in the extrema regions (in relation to the previous numerical results) as well as308

the presence of the numerical diffusion at the shock regions. From the comparison of the numerical309

results in Fig. (7), we can see that the numerical solutions computed by the proposed method310

retain the high resolution in the extrema regions (in proportion to grid spacing) and capture the311

discontinuities without the appearance of oscillations. SL numerical solution presents an overmuch312

smoothing around the extrema. In Fig. (8) the corresponding graphs of velocity and pressure are313

presented. In order to avoid the smoothing phenomena of the SL solutions we apply the TVB314

corrected minmod functions, [8],[30]. The graphs of the numerical solutions are presented in Fig.315

(9). In this case the numerical solutions do not differ much.316
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Figure 7. Shu-Osher test case, ∆x = 0.04, the comparison of the resulting density numerical solutions of the
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Figure 9. Shu-Osher test case ∆x = 0.04, the P 1 DEMV L and P 1 TV B SL numerical solutions of
density.

4.1.3. Accuracy test - a problem with smooth solution The first two cases are solved in order317

to assess the effectiveness of the proposed method when solving problems with discontinuous318

solutions. Next, we wish to investigate the effect of the proposed limited technique to the accuracy319
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of the whole method. Thereby, we solve a problem which concerns a wave propagation and its320

solution does not appear discontinuities [32]. We perform a series of computations in order to check321

if the accuracy of the method is maintained, after the application of the limiting procedure. An initial322

condition with a small pressure perturbation δp = 0.02p∞323

p(x, 0) = p∞ + δp
tanh

(
Asin(10πx)

)
tanh(A)

,

(4.3)

is specified for the one dimensional Euler equations. The initial velocity is zero and the density is324

specified assuming isentropic flow ρ(x, 0) = ρ∞

[
p(x, 0)/p∞

]1/γ
.325

Periodic boundary conditions are used for the domain 0 ≤ x ≤ 1 and the problem is solved326

at propagation time T = 2 (two periods). The value of A determines the steepness of the initial327

condition profile. Small values of A ≤ 10, yield a smooth profile and the solution can be advanced328

in time without slope limiters or DEMV limiting. Numerical solutions using DEMVL or slope329

limiting and without limiting (NoLim) for convection of smooth profiles A = 2 using a sequence330

of grids ∆x = 0.02, ∆x = 0.01, ∆x = 5× 10−3, ∆x = 2.5× 10−3 have been computed. Table I331

shows the L1 error of the pressure and the corresponding grid converge rates in cases where (i) no332

limiting procedure is applied (NoLim), (ii) DEMVL and slope limiting (SL) procedures are applied.333

It is observed, that both DEMVL and slope limiting methods have a desirable error convergence334

rate which is close to the converge rate of the original (NoLim) scheme. In Fig. (10)(a) we plot335

the numerical solutions and the exact solution of pressure for ∆x = 0.005. Comparing the graphs336

we can see that there is only a marginal difference between the DEMVL and NoLim numerical337

solutions. It is clearly seen that the DEMV limiting technique does not have strong effect on338

the accuracy of the solution at the extrema regions. The P 1 DEMV L solutions presents better339

resolution than the corresponding slope limiter solution.340

In the following numerical test we investigate the convergence rate of the L1 error in case of non-341

smooth solutions. Increasing the value of A = 50 yields a sharp profile solution (the same problem342

has been used in [32] for testing DG methods with the addition of characteristic type diffusive343

fluxes). Table II shows the convergence rate of the L1 error and in Fig. (10)(b) the graphs of the344

analytical solution and the P 2 numerical solutions are compared. The P 1 DEMV L solution retains345

the same convergence rate of the L1 error as in the previous case (A = 2), but the error convergence346

rate of the P 2 DEMV L solution has reduced.347

4.2. Two dimensional systems348

Two dimensional test problems, which are classical benchmark problems in the literature, are349

presented in this section to illustrate the ability of the new proposed method to capture strong shocks.350

4.2.1. Oblique shock reflection At the beginning, a steady state problem, the reflection of an351

oblique shock from a solid wall was solved applying DEMV and slope limiting methods. The352

computational domain Ω is the rectangle [0, 4]× [0, 1]. The reflecting wall lies at the bottom of353

the domain. Supersonic inflow and outflow conditions are imposed at the left and the right of the354

domain respectively. On the top of the domain, an oblique shock is specified by the conditions355

ρ = 1.69997, u = 2.61934, v = −0.50632, p = 1.52819. The ∂Ω is discretezed on a 120× 40 grid.356
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P k ∆x NoLim L1 error rate DEMVL L1 error rate SL L1 error rate
P 1 0.02 2.2655635E-04 - 2.2645635E-04 - 2.4485783E-04 -

0.01 7.3052848E-05 1.632 7.3072013E-05 1.631 7.4798518E-05 1.734
0.005 2.1571171E-05 1.758 2.1567388E-05 1.760 2.2368869E-05 1.741
0.0025 6.2717402E-06 1.780 6.2944982E-06 1.776 6.3865086E-06 1.801

P 2 0.02 7.6971854E-05 - 8.0889462E-05 - - -
0.01 1.3365206E-05 2.525 1.3516706E-05 2.581 - -
0.005 2.3231163E-06 2.530 2.3488514E-06 2.524 - -
0.0025 4.0573877E-07 2.520 4.1053894E-07 2.515 - -

Table I. Accuracy test problem A = 2. The L1 errors and the experimental convergence rates. The
convergence rate of the L1 error with and without limiting are very close.

∆x P 1 DEMVL L1 error rate P 2 DEMVL L1 error rate
0.02 1.4140508E-04 - 1.2404544E-04 -
0.01 4.5385328E-05 1.63 3.2223077E-05 1.94
0.005 1.3957827E-05 1.70 8.7233508E-06 1.90
0.0025 4.5735387E-06 1.61 2.3020908E-06 1.92

Table II. Accuracy test problem. The convergence rates of the L1 error in case of sharp profile (A = 50,
no-smooth solution).
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Figure 10. Accuracy test problem. (a) Smooth solution: the graphs of the exact and the numerical solutions
of pressure computed with and without limiting procedures, (b) No-smooth solution: pressure graphs of the

Exact, P 2 DEMVL and P 2 No Lim solutions.

Fig. (11) shows the computed density contour lines. On the top we plot P 1 DEMV L numerical357

results and at the bottom the corresponding SL numerical solution. Fifteen equally distributed358

contours from 1.10 to 2.55 have been used for both plots. From the graphs of the solution data,359

Fig. (11), we can see that P 1 DEMV L solution presents a slightly less numerical diffusion on the360

’reflection’ point at the bottom boundary. However the difference between the two solutions is not361

significant.362

4.2.2. Double Mach reflection of a strong shock This problem has been studied in detail by363

Woodward and Colella [4]. Also the same problem has been considered in Cockburn and Shu364

[9] presenting their slope limiter operators for discontinuous Galerkin method. The computational365
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Figure 11. Oblique reflection problems. Top: P 1 DEMV L density numerical solution, bottom: the SL
density numerical solution. 15 equally spaced contours lines from 1.1 to 2.55 for both plots.

domain is the rectangle [0, 4]× [0, 1].366

The set up of the problem is the same as in [4]. The reflecting wall lies at the bottom of the367

computational domain 1
6 ≤ x ≤ 4. Initially a right moving Mach 10 shock is positioned at the point368

x = 1
6 , y = 0 and makes a 60◦ angle with the X-axis. The undisturbed air ahead of the shock has369

a density of 1.4 and a pressure of 1. For the bottom boundary the exact postshock condition is370

imposed for the part x = 0 to x = 1
6 , to mimic an angled wedge. Reflecting boundary conditions are371

imposed on the rest of the bottom boundary part. At the top boundary of the computational domain,372

the flow values are set to describe the exact motion of the Mach 10 shock. Supersonic inflow and373

outflow conditions are imposed at the left and at the right of the domain respectively. All results374

have been computed at time t = 0.2. The computational domain Ω is discretized using a series of375

three different meshes with ∆h1 = 1
40 , ∆h2 = 1

80 , ∆h3 = 1
160 .376

The contour graphs of the density DEMVL solutions computed on three meshes are shown in377

Fig. (12). At the left column of Fig. (12) the P 1 numerical solutions are plotted and at the right378

column the P 2 numerical solutions. For all graphs 35 equally spaced distributed contour levels379

have been used from ρ = 1.5 to ρ = 23. Looking at the graphs, in the double Mach region, we can380

observe that, P 2 DEMV L numerical solutions present an increased resolution in comparison with381

the corresponding P 1 DEMV L solutions, as the mesh size is decreased.382

4.2.3. Step marching problem This problem concerns a flow past over a forward-facing step. Also383

this test case has been extensively studied in Woodward and Collela [4] and in other works [9],[11].384

The geometric description of the problem is: at the beginning a right moving Mach 3 uniform flow385

enters in the wind tunnel (computational domain) containing a step. The size of the wind tunnel is386

1 length unit wide and 3 units long. The step is 0.2 length units and is located at 0.6 length units387

from the left inflow part. Reflecting boundary conditions are imposed along the walls of the tunnel,388

inflow and outflow boundary conditions are imposed at the entrance and at the exit of the tunnel.389

The problem is solved at final time t = 4. In Fig. (13) the computational domain with a sample mesh390

are shown.391
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Figure 12. Double Mach reflection problem. Density results using the DEMVL method. Left column: graphs
of the solutions computed using P1 polynomial space. Right column: the graphs of the solutions computed

using P2 polynomial space. 35 equally spaced contour lines from 1.5 to 23 used.

The corner of the step is a singularity. Due this, it is known that solving numerically the392

problem, an erroneous entropy layer is observed and is spread downstream. It affects to the second393

’reflected shock’ on the line {y = 0.2} creating an artificial Mach stem. However, the intense of this394

phenomenon can be reduced by increasing the resolution near the corner using a finer mesh at this395

region. This becomes evident in our numerical tests.396

For the first computation, the domain Ω is discretized in three uniform successional meshes397

∆hi, i = 1, 2, 3 with grid spacing ∆h1 = 1
50 , ∆h2 = 1

100 , ∆h3 = 1
200 . In Fig. (14) the plots of the398

P 1 DEMV L numerical solutions are presented for the three meshes. For all graphs thirty equally399

spaced distributed contour levels have been used from ρ = 0.3 to ρ = 6. From the coarse to the more400

refined mesh, we can clearly see the improvement of the resolution and the sharper capturing of the401

discontinuities as well as the ’elimination’ of the artificial Mach stem.402

We mentioned before that, an erroneous entropy numerical boundary layer is created. In order to403

verify that this artifact is reduced by refining the mesh near the corner, the problem was solved on404

a sequence of iterative locally refined meshes in the region near the corner. This region includes all405

the elements in a distance about 0.15 length from he corner. The grid spacing of the first mesh is406

∆h,1/1 = 1
50 for both, the region near the corner and the rest part of the Ω. The grid spacing of the407

second mesh is ∆h,1/2 =
∆h,1/1

2 in the corner region and equal to ∆h,1/1 for the rest part. Lastly,408

the grid spacing of the third mesh near the corner is ∆h,1/4 =
∆h,1/1

4 and ∆h,1/1 for the rest part,409

see Fig. (15). In Fig. (16) the P 1 DEMV L and the SL density solutions computed on the previous410

three meshes are shown. We can clearly see that refining the mesh near the corner, the artifacts411
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Figure 13. Forward facing step problem. The computational domain Ω with a sample mesh.
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Figure 14. Forward facing step problem. The P 1 DEMV L density results for the three meshes, 30 equally
spaced contour lines from ρ = 0.3 to ρ = 6 have used.
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Figure 15. Forward facing step problem. The form of the three meshes ∆h,1/i, i = 1, 2, 4 near the corner
region.

caused by the corner singularity are reduced. In Fig. (17) the corresponding numerical results of412

P 2 DEMV L are shown.413

As it was mentioned in the introduction, we are interested in presenting a method that is easy to
implement, with low computing cost and fast performance. In the proposed method, we perform the
limiting to the DEMV computed for the conservative variables. In that way, we avoid to increase the
computational cost by defining local directions and computing the characteristic variables. In SL
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Figure 16. Forward facing step problem, results for the three corner refined meshes ∆h,1/i, i = 1, 2, 4. On
the left column the density contours computed by P 1 DEMV L method, on the right column the density

contours computed by SL method.

CPU ∆h,1/1, Nel = 14166 ∆h,1/2, Nel = 18279 ∆h,1/4, Nel = 32100
SL 7804.1 21021.2 80048.5

P 1 DEMV L 6636.0 17890.38 67320.40

Table III. CPU time of P 1 DEMV L and SL methods for the ∆h,1/i, i = 1, 2, 4 meshes.

method, we perform the limiting to the local characteristic variables, but the limiting procedure in
this case is simpler than the DEMV limiting procedure. In the next computational experiment, we
compare the total CPU time of the two limiting methods for the solution of the forward-facing step
problem. For each one of the previous ∆h,1/i meshes we compute the CPU time of P 1 DEMV L

and SL methods. The results are shown on the Table III. Computing the ratio τ of the CPU of the
two methods, yields

τ1 =
CPU SL, ∆h,1

CPU P 1 DEMV L, ∆h,1/1
= 1.178

τ2 =
CPU SL, ∆h,2

CPU P 1 DEMV L, ∆h,1/2
= 1.175

τ3 =
CPU SL, ∆h,3

CPU P 1 DEMV L, ∆h,1/4
= 1.189
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Figure 17. Forward facing step problem, the P 2 DEMV L density solution for the three corner refined
meshes ∆h,1/i, i = 1, 2, 4.

It is obtained (from our computer implementation of the methods) that the proposed P 1 DEMV L414

method is about 1.17 faster than the corresponding SL method.415

5. CONCLUSIONS

A limiting method for the difference of the extrema values and the mean value of the solution was416

applied in the DG framework to produce a stable high-order numerical scheme for the solution417

of problems with discontinuities. The limiting method was applied up to second order local418

polynomial space on unstructured triangular meshes, replacing the slope limiters. The application419

of the proposed method in one and two dimensional benchmark problems demonstrated very good420

performance for capturing discontinuous solutions. We conclude, in particular, that the limiting421

application for the one and two dimensional cases is performed in a similar way.422
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